1995 honda accord fuel filter

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Home current Contact
Copyright Privacy Search. Securely Verified. Honda cars and trucks are famous for good looks
and a variety of advanced features. Usually the vehicle's interior features are designed to
amplify a driver's convenience. Your vehicle's Honda Accord Fuel Filter is a necessary part of
the car's efficient performance. A Fuel Filter is installed to separate impurities from fuel. In
some ways a Fuel Filter is similar in function to a motor oil filter. A clogged Fuel Filter ought to
be replaced with a clean filter for the simple reason that impurities and small particles will clog
your Fuel Filter and diminish performance. A vehicle is really only as good as its parts, and so
we here at PartsGeek are excited to help you find the best parts for your vehicle. They are
available for the following Honda Accord years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 14, 13, 12,
11, 10, 09, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, 82, 81, 80, This
part is also sometimes called Honda Accord Fuel Filters. I googled autoparts and this site came
up first so I clicked it and found the absolute best prices on parts for my Mom's Honda Accord
Fit like it was suppose to. It's a little hard to get to because where it is located. Replaced it when
I replaced the fuel pump. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Product SKU: W Detailed Note: This vehicle does not have an in-line fuel filter between
the fuel tank and the engine. Use this filter set when replacing the fuel strainer located inside
the fuel tank, which is the only fuel filter on this vehicle. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Features: Quality construction Finest materials Excellent quality. WIX Fuel Filter. Features:
Light Duty. Replacement of this filter requires removal of the fuel pump assembly from the fuel
tank. Automotive Item Grade High Performance. API Fuel Filter. Product SKU: Read more
reviews. Speedy delivery, great selection. Will definitely shop here again. Thank you Parts Geek!
Fast delivery and well worth the three day wait for savings compared to a local parts house.
Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model Honda Accord. Vehicle Engine Honda Accord. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Honda Accord. Catalog: F. Vehicle Engine Transmission Honda Accord. Catalog: C.
Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: N. Asked by Wiki User. Not sure about a , but when I questioned
my Honda dealer about the filter on my Accord, he said it was not necessary to change it. Great
Writeup by Jon: Okay, guys. So, I thought that I would take a few minutes to write up a thread
giving recommendations on how to make the job easier based on what I went through. I promise
you, if you follow my advice, this job will be a lot easier. This is not a job that you want to
embark on without sufficient knowledge and the right tools for the job. So, take a few minutes
and read what I'm about to write. I promise you won't regret it. In case you haven't found it, the
fuel filter on the Accord is located directly below the master cylinder inside the engine
compartment. There is a banjo bolt on the top, a flare nut fitted metal brake line on the back, and
a bracket holding it in place that has two 10mm bolts in it. You have VERY little space to work
with, so make damn sure that you've got the right tools for the job. Otherwise, you'll end up
tool-throwing mad like I was. I started taking it apart, but had to put everything back together
and go get the right stuff to complete the task. Then, once I had it, the job took me less than 30

minutes. First off, gather your tools. I put the front of the car up on jack stands, so I recommend
you have a pair of those and a floor jack to raise your car up. Also, make sure you have a drain
or drip pan to catch the fuel you're bound to lose. That way, you don't leak all over your
driveway. I can't stress this enough. Without this tool, you're begging for a nightmare. If you
don't know what this is, a regular crow's foot looks like the open-ended part of a wrench that
mounts on the end of a ratchet extension. A flare-nut crow's foot is the same thing, only it looks
like the closed end part of a wrench with a small portion cut out of it. The purpose of this is to
have the tool fit around the metal line, but still wrap around five of the six corners of the flare
nut. That way, you can put more muscle into breaking flare nuts loose without running as much
risk of stripping your flare nut as you do with an open-ended wrench or crow's foot. If you strip
it, you're screwed. And if you live anywhere where it snows, it's likely that corrosion has made
your flare nut difficult to remove from your fuel filter. Trust me, borrow this tool, or drop the
coin to buy one. It'll make your life so much easier. You also might want to gather a healthy
selection of screw drivers and pliers, and also a hammer and a pry bar. These items aren't
essential, but might come in handy. It is recommended that the first thing you do is release the
fuel pressure. Refer to a manual for this. It's easier to bust the fuel lines loose if the filter is still
mounted to the car. The second step is to pop the flare nut fitting loose on the back of the fuel
filter. Get under the car and look for the back side of the fuel filter. Once you locate it, work your
crow's foot up in there, over the fuel line, and onto the flare nut. Make sure that it's fully seated,
and loosen it. It might take some muscle. If you've got the right tool, don't be afraid to lay into it.
Once you get it to pop, make sure you slide your drain or drip pan under to catch the fuel that
might be left over after releasing the fuel pressure. Once you've got the flare nut loosened and it
will turn freely, you can move on to the banjo bolt. It's okay if the flare nut is still slightly in the
fuel filter. You can either turn the fuel filter or reach behind and manually spin the flare nut
fitting out from above. It's easier that way. Go up to the topside, now. Attach your ratchet, and
work the socket down to the banjo bolt. Once you're on it, put a little muscle into it and bust it
loose. Remove the banjo bolt and put it where you can find it later. Pull the fuel line up and put it
out of your way. Now, that you've got both fuel lines off or at least loose , you can remove the
10mm bolt that holds the fuel filter bracket to the car. I recommend leaving the bolt that holds
the bracket onto the filter alone and removing the filter and bracket as one piece. Once that
bolt's out, reach behind and finish loosening the flare nut on the back side. If you can't turn it by
hand, turn the filter until it pops loose. Now, manipulate the filter and bracket past the master
cylinder to remove it from the car. Trust me, it can be done. Just might take a little finesse. One
more thing to note real quick: be extra careful not to bend the bracket when you're messing with
it. It'll be a pain to put the filter back in if you bend the bracket. I had to remove mine a couple of
times to straighten the bracket when putting it back together. Put the bracket on the new filter,
aligning the tab and the slot, and tighten it to the filter. Now, you're ready to put it back in.
Finesse it back into place, but before starting the bolt that holds the bracket to the car, reach
behind and start threading the flare nut into the back side of the filter. This will make the
process with the crow's foot a little easier later on. Now, put the curved tab on the fuel filter
bracket into the slot on the car and put the 10mm bolt in to hold the filter in place. Tighten
everything down, and you're ready to tighten your fuel lines. The rest of the way is a snap. Put
your banjo bold through your fuel line, ensuring that you replace the copper crush washers on
BOTH sides of the fuel line, and tighten it into place with your 17mm socket and your two feet of
extensions. Once that's done, you're finished with the top side of the car. Go back around the
bottom, put your crow's foot on your extensions, and tighten the flare nut into the backside of
the filter. Don't be afraid to put a little muscle into tightening both sides of the line, but don't get
ridiculous. You don't want to mess anything up. Once you're all tight, start the car and inspect
for leaks. There, you're done!! Aren't you glad you read my thread?! Sure, it was long, but I
promise you, by taking 10 minutes to read this, you saved yourself an hour of work and a lot of
stress from cursing the engineers at Honda Motor Corp. Now, go drive your Accord and enjoy
the newfound fuel flow. Go crack open a beer once you get home. You've earned it!! Jon I too
did this repair on my car yesterday, and had a different experience. I removed the banjo bolt and
fuel line from the top of the filter first, before I did anything else. I disconnected two vacuum
lines, and undid the mount on the wire harness that runs through this area next to the master
cylinder, to make more room to see, and for my hands to work down in this area. The filter
requires a 19mm wrench as a backup, to apply force to hold the filter in place as the 14mm
being used to remove the fuel line from the bottom. For those who haven't tried this, this is
definitely the 'hard' part of this, as stated above, most cars will have normal corrosion on the
bottom, and getting a wrench on this lower fitting is hard to do in the first place, getting enough
force on it to get it loose is much harder. Here's where my experience was different: I struggled
with the 14mm wrench on it for a long time, and could not get it loose. I tried gloves, prying,

hammering, swearing, nothing would get it loose. Finally I decided to unbolt the mount from the
car, bend the fuel line and filter over sideways a little so I could reach a little better, and then I
still couldn't put the 14mm on it in a way that would work. I removed the filter with the bracket
still attached, installed the bracket on the new filter, installed the filter on the fuel line, tightened
it as well as I could, THEN went to mount the bracket back in its proper location. As expected,
since I bent the fuel line, the holes didn't line up. I held a larger wrench to the open end of the
bracket, and carefully bent it back in to position. It took two or three tries. I put the tab back in
the hole, then used a scratch awl in the regular bolt hole to bend that back to alignment. The
bolt started easily. I then went back and double checked the tightness of the fuel line. The rest
of the job was a snap, an easy re-assembly. The transmission filter on a Honda Accord can be
located under the car's hood. More specifically, it is within the transmission itself and is very
difficult to replace. The cabin filter is located behind the glove box. Purchase a Purolator Cabin
Filter as it comes with instructions on how to replace it. The transmission filter is located inside
the transmission. The filter is very close to the firewall and it's very difficult to replace. I still
take my car to the dealer for this procedure. You don't replace it. It is a permanent filter that will
last the life of the fuel pump. Click the link. You're confused. There isn't a water filter. Yes, but it
is a permanent filter located in the fuel tank. In the hood by the oil filter. I had my fluids changed
in my transmission, and they told me the filter was internal You don't. It is a permanent filter
mounted inside the fuel tank. The cabin air filter on a Honda Accord is located behind the glove
box. Unmount the glove box from its bracket and pull it out. The filter will then be visible. The
Honda Accord was not equipped with a cabin air filter. AnswerIt is located under the right wheel
well on the 99 accord. It is hard to get to so I chose to take it to someone else to get an oil
change. AnswerAnswer does not make sense for the question asked. Changing an air filter on a
Honda Accord requires opening the air box in the engine bay. Remove the clips that hold it shut
and open the box. Replace the filter. The fuel filter is located inside the fuel tank and is a
permanent filter that does not need replacing. How do you replace a radiator on a Honda
Accord. The Honda Accord did not come equipped with a cabin filter. You cannot get to it. You
have to look somewhere else. Ask Question. Honda Accord EX. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki
User Answered Thanks for reading, guys!! Related Questions. Where is the fuel filter located on
a Honda Accord? How do you replace the air conditioner filter of Honda Accord? Where is the
transmission filter on a Honda Accord? Where is the ac filter in your Honda Accord ? Where is
the transmission filter located on a Honda Accord? How to replace a water pump on a Honda
Accord? How do you replace a gas filter for the Honda Accord EX and where is it located? How
do you replace gas filter on a Honda accord? How to replace Honda Accord air conditioning
filter? Where is fuel filter on a Honda Accord? Where is the water filter located on a Honda
Accord? Does the Honda Accord have a fuel filter? What does a Honda a12 mean on a Honda
accord ? Where is the crank position located on a Honda Accord? How do you change the
transmission filter in a Honda Accord? How do you replace the fuel filter on a Honda Accord ?
Where is the cabin air filter on a Honda accord EX? Where is the cabin Filter on a Honda
Accord? How do you change air filter for Honda Accord? Where is the fuel filter located on a
Honda Accord EX? How do you replace the radiator on a Honda Accord LX? How do you
replace radiator Honda Accord? How do you change cabin filter in Honda Accord ? Where is the
fuel filter located on a Honda Accord and how can you get to it? Trending Questions Who would
you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By
Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User.
How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. The Honda Accord series comes stock with a
programmed fuel-injection fueling system. The fuel filter is a major part of the fueling system. It
filters out any dirt and impurities that gets mixed into the gas, and then sends the fuel to the
fuel injectors to get pumped into the engine. Replacing your fuel filter is a common

car-maintenance procedure. Pop open the hood of your Accord and find your fuse box. It
should be located on the passenger's side of the car near the front side of your strut tower.
Open the fuse box and disconnect the fuel-pump relay. Try to turn your car on. Your vehicle
should not start, but if it does turn on, let your engine run until it runs out of gas. Slide
underneath your car on the driver's side of the vehicle. Look for the fuel-filter housing unit. It
will be located near the back of the car near the trunk area. One easy way to find the fuel filter is
to follow the fuel line from the gas tank until you reach the filter. The fuel filter will be a slender,
white, silver or black valve. It should also be connected to the fuel line at both ends. Use an
adjustable wrench to remove the banjo bolt that is attached to the top of the fuel filter. This will
disconnect the fuel line from the fuel filter and allow you to remove the filter. On some model
Accords, the fuel filter may also be bolted to the fuel rail by a smaller service bolt. If so, use a 6
mm wrench to remove this bolt as well. Remove the old fuel filter and replace it with a new one.
Replacement filters are available at most auto-parts store and can also be purchased online.
Reconnect the bolts you removed before. Go back to the hood of your Accord and reconnect
the fuel-pump relay. Make sure it is securely fastened and then turn your car on. Baptist
Johnson was first published in when a poem he wrote won first prize in a local writing contest.
He also writes and edits for Etched Press Society, a micro-publishing company based in
Wilmington, N. Step 1 Pop open the hood of your Accord and find your fuse box. Step 2 Slide
underneath your car on the driver's side of the vehicle. Step 3 Use an adjustable wrench to
remove the banjo bolt that is attached to the top of the fuel filter. Step 4 Remove the old fuel
filter and replace it with a new one. Tips For your safety, always wear gloves and protective eye
wear when doing maintenance work on your vehicle. New fuel filter Adjustable wrench 6 mm
wrench Gloves Protective eye wear. When you remove your fuel filter, you may come in contact
with some gas. This is normal and to be expected. Would you like to sell products for this
vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content.
Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: A-C-S. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 9 hrs and 17 mins Details. Only 9
left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Honda Genuine ST Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very Good. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. Ships from:
A-C-S. Part is UNused. Item is stated as 'used' as OEM packaging is damaged or missing due to
buyers return of incorrectly purchased part. See more. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Ships
from and sold by A-C-S. Brand: Honda. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details.
FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? More to consider from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I usually buy OEM parts when fitment is critical. You
would not think fitment is important on a fuel filter, but after changing one, I strongly disagree.
The placement of the fuel filter on a Prelude is incredibly frustrating. It would take 5 minutes to

change one of these in an accessible place, but it takes 3 hours to change one in a Prelude. I
have replaced axles and motor mounts in less time than the damn fuel filter! I read reviews
about non-OEM filters requiring a little bending or modification to make them fit. If it took me 3
hours just to change a filter, the last thing in the world I want is to discover that it needs
modification to make it fit. I'm incredibly happy that I chose the OEM filter and didn't need to
worry about even more issues than just getting it out. There is absolutely NO room to work on
this so modifying one would be nearly impossible. This filter fit perfectly as it should being OEM
Honda. Came with the right sealing washers, threads matched up great. Wish Honda made their
engineers actually do the repairs so that they would better place routine replacement parts. This
filter could have and should have been located along a frame rail, near the gas tank or in the
engine compartment vs being on the lower driver's side firewall At least I was warned by a video
posted on line. Took almost two hours to do what should be a 15 min walk-in-the-park. Not on
my 96 Accord. But its done and will never be replaced again. Glad the pipe threads line up
unlike some of the cheaper aftermarket filters. One person found this helpful. I received it about
an hour ago and installed it about 20 minutes ago, quick and easy replacement to ensure a
peace of mind. The old one I removed said made in china, I had never replaced this part since
I've had the car 3 years , I'm glad I replaced it. You will need 19mm to hold the fuel filter in place
and an 18mm on top and a 14mm on the bottom to remove. The fuel filter comes with 3 washers
but I only used the two big ones, I have no idea what the third smaller washer is for, anyone
care to tell me? There will be fuel still inside the old filter so have a rag ready at the bottom of
the filter, the top isn't a problem as long as you don't shake it around too much. This fuel filter
fit perfectly and quickly. This filter was easy to install. It replaced the Napa gold fuel filter I had
previously. As replacing the fuel filter requires specific tools for the accords due to a difficult
location that's hard to reach, it's well worth replacing with one of these. Supposedly, these are
lifetime filters that don't need to be replaced, ever, but don't quote me on it. It improved my gas
mileage by at least 2MPG. Genuine Honda, bolts on right at firewall. If your old one has rust,
replace it. My mpg and throttle response improved immediately. Take the old one off and hold it
sideways using your fingers to plug the holes and shake it. Drain it into a container, you would
not believe the dirt that comes out of it. Comes in Original Packaging. Honda OEM! Threads
perfectly and fits nicely. Everything lines up. Enamel pain that never rust cause its durable and
thick. Includes washers for good seal. Comes packaged in bubble wrap with dealer sticker. Red
caps to make sure no other debris like dust goes in before your purchase. Overall a good buy
and great product thank you will recommend to my mechanic and home mechanic friends. See
all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For
more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Honda Accord Fuel Filter. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Filter part.
Product Fit. Shop Honda Accord Fu
galant 99
96 bmw 328i
1966 dodge charger for sale on ebay
el Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of 37 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: FFG Part Number: K33PF Part Number:
Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 37 results. Dec 21, Top Notch Filter. Fits perfect directly into my 96
Integra. Vehicle had original fuel filter.. Very pleased with this product! Juan Perez. Purchased
on Dec 07, Helpful Automotive Resources. Cars contain so many different fluids that most
drivers experience difficulty distinguishing one type of leak from another. Filters Air filter: used
to filter the air going into an engine. This filter is usually easy to replace yourself. Fuel filter:
found either in the engine compartment or near the gas tank. This filter is best left to your auto
mechanic to change. Breather: works with the PCV valve to allow clean. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

